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ДЪ s t r а с t

The mixed SU(2) l a t t i c e gouge theory (LGT) i s approxii

represented ac an effective SU(2) LGT with Wilson1 a «ctioj

arrrooch i s ap;lied to the nonperturbative calculation of

ra t io of Д -parameters in the mixed SU(2) LGT. I t i s

that our formulas fair ly describe the Monte Carlo data so

universality holds in the mixed SU(2) LGT.



Recent numerical Uonte Carlo (1IC) studies of lattice gauge

theories (LGT) performed in the original paper by Creutz [1] as

well as in the subsequent papers [2I have shown that confine-

ment occurs in LGT*s with non-abelian gauge groups (SU(2) and

STJ(J) ) for any values of the coupling constant, fi • Por

J5 > j3 с (*Ье scaling region) the string tension, d(j}),

depends on ft as prescribed by asymptotic freedom, so that

in the scaling region the continuum limit sets in* Moreover

Lang and Rebbi [3 J showed by a straightforward 1KJ calculations

that rotational symmetry does restore for #>J3c •

To further test that for fi">pc one probes the continuum

limit, in refs. 4-7 MC calculations were performed for LGT*s

with variant actions which differ from the original Wilson's

one. In the region, where the continuum limit has set in, phy-

sical results should be universal, i . e . independent of the

choice of lattice action.

Universality has been shown for Wanton's and Vil lain's ac-

tions. String tension calculated in ref. 4 using these actions

depends on A as predicted by asymptotic freedom. Universa-

l i ty holds in the following sence. The ratio of .Л —para-

meters computed to the leading order of tbe weak coupling ex-

pansion [ 8,9] i s in an agreement with that obtained from

the condition that 1BC calculations with Wilson's, Manton's and

' The region near jJc i s called the crossover region;
ftc * 2.2 for the SU(2) group.
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Villain's actions yield the sane -values of string tension

or of deconfinement temperature [?] • Moreover corrections of

order 0(1/^ ) to the weak coupling results improve [to] the

agreement with the MC data*

However there i s no such agreement for the mixed fundamental

-adjoint LCffi whose action (for the SJ(JT)) group reads '

She leading order of the weak coupling expansion for the Ji -ra-

t io in the mixed SU(2) LOT yields [9,6]

/.Wfcon f (5тг fiA

AL - e » P ( - Е
I s was shown Ъу Bhanot and Dashen [б J , this formula does not

describe the A -ratio evaluated from the ISC calculations.

At Jb* ж 1,21 the discrepancy i s of a factor 4, when fi i s

varied near the «ndpoint of the phase-transition l ine. Having

assumed that corrections to eq. (2) are small for fi^ > 0 »

Bhanot and 3>asben concluded that universality i s violated in

the mixed 6U(2) LGT.

In fact many authors have shown corrections to eq« (2) to

be quite large near the endpoint, so that one cannot'use the

veak coupling expansion to calculate the Д -ratio» As was

shown by Gevai, Karsch and Sat* [7] » the dom5jaant next order

correction to eq. (2) estimated by Eharatchandra and Weiss

*' Our normalization of p's reproduces'for N«2 that of
vet, 6,
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reduces the discrepancy by a factor 2. So one nay nope that

effects of higher orders in Л/ p will remove the regaining

discrepancy»

In the present paper we propose an approximate nonperturba-

tive approach to calculating the ratio of Д -parameters in

the mixed LOT. The obtained formulas fairly describe the К

data of refs. 5-7 so that universality holds for the mixed LG*

as well.

We study the mixed SU(2) LGT by representing it as the Wil-

son SU(2) LGT with some effective coupling constant. Our app-

roach extends that of refs» 11,12, employed for proving uni-

versality of StJ(Sr) lattice gauge theories in the large** li-

mit, to the SU(2) group»

In the large-H limit, universality immediately follows from

the fact that any physical quantity, fi , in the mixed LOT with

the couplings fit PA
 c a n

 °* expressed via-that in the Wilson

LOT by

_ Mixed x Wilson

R ( Я ' Р А ) = R

where the effective coupling JS i s defined by

} = fi + Z Р л Ъ )

Here <A(fi) i s the plaqaette average in the Wilson LGT with

the coupling fi

c»

The formulae (3), (4) are proven in refe. 11,12 for largv

9..Tor finite N, those can be justified by factorisation. In



other words, if the factorization property approximately holds,

the mixed LOT reduces to the Wilson LG-I, guaranteeing universa-

l i ty of the continuum limit. For this reason the property (3)

is called in ref. 11 universality of lattice g;auee theories.

Рог finite К the property (2) is not valid in a sense that

lines of constant E in the j£?Ji/? plane (called in ref. 5

lines of "constant physics") may be different for various E ,

being coincided in the continuuid limit only. However our experi-

ence of MC simulations in LGT's says that lines of "constant

physics" approximately coincide for various E • For example,

the loop averages for rectangles of different size have cross-

over at the same values of A , Й/\ .

In what follows «re accept the hypothesis that the property

(3) i s valid in the SU(2) case with Д being independent of

E (hypothesis of lattice universality). He shall show that

consequences of this hypothesis are confirmed by MC data.

To determine the dependence of A on I) and в А , let

us consider the simplest quantity, the plaquette average

, . . Mixed

W (/>.*,) н ( iirUf > .

Then eq. (5) reads

( 6 )

(7)

«here biip) i s defined by eq.

One can obtain W ( P I / 3 A ) In the whole /&>J*A plane

by solving the equation



VIн - 2 W \л/ ( 8 )

with the boundary condition at

W (9)

By definition, 0 ( |},|3д ) is the irreducible correlator of

two plaquettes in the mixed LGT

Mixed j>

Bq. (8) possesses an exact solution of the form (?) with ~Л

defined by

(11)

This solution differs from that of ref. 11 by redefinition of

5 -parameter. I t is essential for our purpose that

remains constant in the Ĵ >j*A plane along the lines of cons-

tant jS defined by eq. (11) (see eq. (7) ) . Due to our hypo-

thesis of lattice universality, we can say that lines of cons-

tant j4 represent lines of "constant physics'*.

Let ;»s first consider the case of small ^A when one

can expand the integral in eq. (11) in powers of

j>(J3,fr) = (12)
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Here P(5)s P(S|O) is the irreducible correlator in

toe Wilson LGT. Substitution of (12) into eg. (11) yields the

following equation for lines of "constant physics"

1 _ f'-r

(13)

Note that only quantities calculable in the Wilson LOT enter this

equation.

Using the weak coupling expansion *)

one gets

J « P + lf>b - | у . (15)

This formula was first advocated by Grossman and Samel

who showed that it describes the MC data for lines of "constant

physics" [б] for Ph^O • However our exact formula (13) is

quite different from the corresponding fomula of ref. 13.

The lines of "constant physics" given by eg. (13) are de-

picted in fig* 1. We used the MC data of Berg and Stehr [2] for

W(/O and J>(p) .The derivative, / ( £ ) . is

found by approximating the inverse function, fl ( p ) » with

*' We have obtained this expression for ,p in a standard way.
Hote that each term oi'the difference p(jk)s<?-> - ( x ) ^

t 1 v / I 1 V WWW ^

( (co^ * > " N £ trUf/ ) can be calculated to given or-
der without corrections to the saddle-point value*
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qoartic polynomial and then by analitically differentiating.

CO (ft) i
3
 taken frcm tae MC data of ref. 15 for specific

heat C(ji) - p

One can see froa fig. 1 that eq. (13) fairly describes.the •

•C data of Bhanot and Dashen [б] until ft A is not too large

(positive or neg&tive). For larg- JJ* the К data deviate

from straight lines while eq. (13) always leads to the straight

lines of "constant physics"• We hope that the exact eq. (11)

could describe the curvirg.

The difference between eqs. (13) and (15) becooss insigni-

ficant for p£, 3» This is why the weak coupling expansion is

applicable in this region. However in the region p ж 2.2, we

are interested in, O)(fi) and fifi) are strongly depen-

dent on p so that one cannot use the weak coupling expansion

resulting in eq. (15)» •Analogously, the description of lines of
M
constent physic3

n
 based on the strobg coupling expansion [i6]

cannot possess an accuracy better than that of describing Ш

end j> by the strong coupling expansion in this region.

Let us now calculate the ratio /I, ***** / J^ Wilson

within our approach. She following scale parameter

is used in refs. 5-7 for extracting physical nuabers frcm the

MC data in the aixed LGT. Is shown in refs. 13 »1*» it is nor*

convenient to use the improve scale parameter defined by the

l.h.s. of the equation
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Bq. (17) represents the fact that th i s improved scale parameter

should be equal to the scale parameter in the Wilson LGI due to

our hypothesis of l a t t ice universality. Now the A - ra t io can

be evaluated to be

/AL
(18)

Рог not too large Лд , the substitution of eq. (15)

into eq, (18) gives

ft

where

When ^ i s large, we reproduce eq. (2) by substituting the

expansion (14-). However eq. (2) i s not applicable near the end-

poinc of the phase-transition line corresponding to JT « 2.2.

Therefore we calculated C(fb) as described above using

the J5C data for (0 and /> in the Wilson LGT.

We compare in fig.2 the ,Л -rat io given by eq. (19) with

the КС data of Bhanot and Creutz Гз ! • The small deviations

from straight l ines i s due to the рге-exponential factor in
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eq. (19). Ibe solid line corresponds to Й В 2 Л and well

describes the MC data for the same value of 5 (the ful l

c i r c l e s ) . Analogously the dashed line as well as the open

circles correspond to Ji ~ 2.8. l a one can see from fig. 2,

the slop of the solid line i s slightly different from that of

the dashed line» which qualitatively agrees with the КС data.

Eq. (19) for the A -rat io i s valid at small йд . I t i s

interesting to consider the case бд « 1.21 for which MC cal-

culations are performed in refs . 6,7. The expansion (12) in йд

i s no longer correct at 9̂д = 1.21 so that , in describing the

MC deta, eq. (15) should be replaced with the exact eq. (11).

However, since P(P>PA)
 i s unsown exept for уЗд = 0 ,

we straightforwardly used eq. (7) to find Д ( jb , Ji^* j.21 )

substituting the MC data of Bhanot end Daehen [б] on the l . h . s .

and those of Berg and Stehr [2] on the r . h . s .

Having obtained fl versus ft at Яд = 1.21 in th i s

way, we can apply the improved scaling formula

o.outo.ooz о
to describe the MC data for %(l ) [б] in the sdxed SU(2)

л
 Wilson/

LGT at pA = 1.21. The value of the ratio, А Л-
 к

Г т * HO
x O.O11±O.OO2, is taken froa the Ш data j_2j for the 7/ilson

LGT. If we were not able to describe the КС data using eq. (11),

this would mean violation of universality.

In fig. 3 we plot the КС data of Bhanot and Dashen \Jo] for

X(I) at / З д = 1#21 as well as the curve given by eq.

(21). As one can see from fig. 3» this curve is indeed an en-

velope of the MC data for % ( I) so that universality holds.



The discrepancy* seen in ref. 6, is associated with, the fact

that the weak coupling scaling formula [бJ

Si -
/ / 67Г

2
, )W « V

(i.oto.i)-io я \ 11 r. ' / ( 2 2 )

was used instead of (21). I s shown above, eq. (22) i s not ap-

plicable near the endpoint and leads to a wrong functional be-

havior for Л » 1^5, уЗА • 1.21 (compare the slop of the soli<

curve of f ig. 3 given by eq. (21) with that of the deshed line

given by eq. (22) ) .

This i s also the reason why a different behavior of the

Wilson line, ^ | L I ̂  , as a function of T / Ji * l l s o n

i s obtained in ref. 7. We have verified that i f the ИС data of

Gavai, Xarsch and Satz [7j for \ j L I / in the mixed LOT are

plotted versus f / A . W i l s < m , with ^Д V i l s o n given by

eq* (^7)t the functional behavior i s the same, so that universe*

liby holds in the mixed LGT at f ini te temperature as well.

Thus, in the present paper we have obtained the quantitative

formulas relating the mixed SU(2) LGT to the Ufilson SU(2) LGT

with the effective coupling Ъ . ?or large fl our formu-

las reproduce the weak coupling re su l t s , but in the crossover

region, where КС calculations are performed, the weak coupling

formulas are not applicable. Nonetheless we show that our for-

mulas fair ly describe the MC data of refs , 5-7 so that universa

l i t y holds in the mixed SU(2) LGT. We expect that universality

will hold for the SU(N) gauge group at IT «fc 3 as well because

the larger N the better i s the accuracy of our approach.

One of the authors (Yu.M.) thanks L.Jacobs for bringing ref,
15 to his attention.
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Lg. 1 . Lines of "constant physics11 in the fi'fify plane.

The dots are the MC data of ref. 6. The solid l ines

are obtained froa eg. (13)
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ff*l
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Fig. 2. / W ± 1 S O nЛ
 W ± 1 S O n

 versus Яд . The

are the КС data of ref. 5« The lines are obta

from eq. (19). The solid line as well as the

circles correspond to j§ » 2.4. The dashed I

and the open circles correspond to Ji Ъ 1.S
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0.01
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Fig. 5. % ( Г) versus ji at PA * 1.21. The КС date

as well as the dashed lines, obtained froa oq. (22),

are taken fron ref. 6. The solid curves are froit eq.

(21).
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